
 
 

2017 Opening Prices 

 
Above Ground 

 

With a cover & a cleaning   $330 

With a cover – no cleaning   $255 

 

Without a cover & a cleaning   $305 

Without a cover – no cleaning   $230 

 

 

 

 

Above ground pool openings include:  inspecting the pool area for any winter damage; 

remove any cover water if approved by the customer ($100 charge); remove and clean both 

sides of the winter cover, water tubes (if applicable), and air pillow; store the winter supplies 

where the customer instructed; check the water level of the pool and start water if needed (we 

do NOT leave the water running after we leave the job unless specifically instructed by the 

customer); remove the plugs from the returns and skimmer; install the ladder and/or steps; 

install & adjust the eyeballs for proper circulation of the water; replace the filter drain cap; 

replace the pump plugs, lubricate the pump cover o-ring, replace the pump basket, and prime 

the pump; hook up the chlorinator (if applicable), lubricate the cover o-ring, hook up the off-

line hoses, and replace the plugs; install the new Nature 2 cartridge (additional charge for 

cartridge), lubricate the o-ring, and set the installation date; set the filter valve to the Filter 

position; if the water level is at operating position, start the pool up and check for leaks; clean 

the pool if approved by the customer; check and add appropriate chemicals (if it has a salt 

system, it takes at least 24 hours for the chlorine to read on the digital read out once the system 

has been started back up.  We recommend that you bring in a water sample after the pool has 

been open a couple of days.  We will balance the pool with shock and tablets.  You are 

responsible for purchasing and adding the salt.); put the automatic cleaner in and check the 

operation; and clean the deck off by blowing or spraying. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

In Ground 

 

With a cover & a cleaning   $430 

With a cover – no cleaning   $355 

 

Without a cover & a cleaning   $355 

Without a cover – no cleaning   $280 

 

 

 

 

In ground pool openings include:  inspecting the pool area for any winter damage; remove 

any cover water if approved by the customer ($100 charge); remove and clean both sides of the 

winter cover and water tubes (if a safety cover, we take the springs off the anchors and set the 

anchors flush into the pool deck); store the winter supplies where the customer instructed; check 

the water level of the pool and start water if needed (we do NOT leave the water running after 

we leave the job unless specifically instructed by the customer); remove the plugs from the 

returns and skimmer; install the ladder and handrail; install & adjust the eyeballs for proper 

circulation of the water; replace the filter drain cap; replace the pump plugs, lubricate the pump 

cover o-ring, replace the pump basket, and prime the pump; hook up the chlorinator (if 

applicable), lubricate the cover o-ring, hook up the off-line hoses, and replace the plugs; replace 

the drain plug on the heater; install the new Nature 2 cartridge (additional charge for cartridge), 

lubricate the o-ring, and set the installation date; set the filter valve to the Filter position; if the 

water level is at operating position, start the pool up and check for leaks; clean the pool if 

approved by the customer; check and add appropriate chemicals (if it has a salt system, it takes 

at least 24 hours for the chlorine to read on the digital read out once the system has been started 

back up.  We recommend that you bring in a water sample after the pool has been open a couple 

of days.  We will balance the pool with shock and tablets.  You are responsible for purchasing 

and adding the salt.); put the automatic cleaner in and check the operation; start-up the heater if 

instructed by the customer (electric heat pumps only – we do NOT light the pilot light on gas 

heaters); and clean the deck off by blowing or spraying. 

 


